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This article or section refers to the extended version of the content in Xbox One, PlayStation 4, and PC rendition of Grand Theft Auto V and/or Grand Theft Auto Online, which is not available on the Xbox 360 or PlayStation 3 version. A full list of features of the improved version of Grand Theft Auto V can be found here. A version of the
truck on the SecuroServ computer to update imports/exports. Car Truck is the CEO of Mission Featured at Grand Theft Auto Online as part of an import/export upgrade. The contents of the Show Review Welcome to the SecuroServ database of real-time vulnerable high-end cars throughout San Andreas. Hit the Vehicle Source button to
instantly determine the location of your next golden feature. The mission's transport cargoes are relatively straight forward compared to the special cargo, where the player can fill their vehicle depots with up to 40 stolen vehicles. When they are exported, the player can sell 1 to 4 cars at a time, depending on the number of player partners
in their general organization in the session. There are also a collection of vehicles that can be sold together, extraction and successful export of vehicles that complete the collection will offer bonus payments made not only by the CEO, but also by the partners as well. Cargo vehicle missions can only be conducted in public free-mode
sessions, but there is no minimum player limit so a player in the public lobby can participate, but will be restricted to the export of individual vehicles simultaneously and will not be able to export any collections. Completing Vehicle Cargo missions opens the Special Vehicle Mission, and every 4th vehicle successfully stored unlocks one of
the eight available special missions. In order to unlock all of them, 32 cars must be warehouses. When searching for a vehicle's cargo or exporting it, the rest of the players in the session will receive a message warning them to arrange the movement of the vehicle's cargo as soon as the global countdown is over. The car cargo will then be
presented by a flashing red car on the map. If another non-organization player gets into one of the cars, he can bring it to the police station and earn $5000 in cash, or bring it to his warehouse if they have it and is currently registered as CEO. In the latter case, they will have to repair any damage, as when they are the source of the vehicle
in the usual way. Source Vehicle Truck Steal the source of the vehicle and deliver it to the warehouse. The complexity of the mission scales according to the noticeable this vehicle. Take care of the vehicle during delivery The more damage, the higher the cost of repairs. The vehicle must be repaired if it becomes too damaged. The more
damage, the higher the cost of repairs. The CEO will be charged by a mechanic when delivered to the warehouse. Mission vehicles conceived conceived to the desktop in the office, selecting the Vehicle Cargo option and clicking on the source vehicle button. The vehicle will range from the upper range to the standard range randomly.
After receiving the vehicle, a text message with vehicle information and an image will be sent to the player via text message to their in-game phone and the assistant will call the player to describe the task when leaving the office. Obstacles will present themselves to the player, as they go to the vehicle with different scenarios accidentally
used. When delivering a vehicle, NPCs can chase the player and open fire or the player may become wanted by the police. The player must try to keep the car in good condition to avoid high repair costs to maintain the profitability of the mission. The maximum amount that repairs can cost is $34,000. Once the damage bill reaches
$34,000 it will not increase in price, but the vehicle can continue to receive additional physical damage until it is eventually destroyed, leading to the mission's failure. If a player is separated from the rest of the players in the lobby (i.e. the network backlog leaves the player alone in the public lobby), while in the process of delivering the
vehicle to the warehouse, he will suffer spontaneous combustion and be destroyed with no mission. There is a cool down in two and a half minutes between the missions of the search vehicle, which begins after the player has successfully delivered the car to the warehouse or not with delivery. Main article: / Source of Mission Details
should be with you on this car, it is parked in this place. It's pretty straight forward, let's get this one back in good shape. - Assistant stationary car bomb Urgent information - the car is equipped with a bomb. It will blow if the speed falls too low. Keep up the good speed and we will try to find a fix to that end - assistant amateur thief not good
- some amateurs have taken the car and now they are trailing police officers all over the city. You'll have to get the car away from them and bring it in - Assistant Detective JobGood, so SecuroServ couldn't get the current location of the car but got a picture of his latest sighting. Its on its way to you now. Try to narrow the location from the
rice, get the car and bring it to the warehouse - Mobile Vehicle AssistantGood, so that the car is in motion, you'll have to take it on the road and bring it to the warehouse - Assistant Key Today we rob an arms dealer. The only problem is, his car doesn't start without his immobiliser. He's having a party, go over there, find the key to one of
his guards, and get it. - Car Assistant Meet So Stupid thieves and social media, SecuroServ traced this stolen car to the race meet. Get there, steal it again, and bring it to the warehouse. - Assistant Heist Crew You can't kick it out of there. He's going offshore offshore. some pretty nasty faces, so it will need air. Assemble a heavy
helicopter and then assemble the car. - Assistant Racing Bet Good, the morals on this are a little less gloomy. The car owner has put a pink slip that no one can beat his point to the point of time. Kick it, collect the car, and bring it in - Help photoshoot Tuck, this car is used in a photo shoot of some kind. Ignore the flashing lights, just get the
car and bring it in - Assistant trick movie So, this car is used in the trick on the movie scene. Head in there and take the car, but look, you probably won't be able to hey if you complete the trick yourself. - The assistant of the closed circuit Is Good, this car does laps around the closed circuit. Stop the car, take it, bring it to the warehouse. I
wouldn't expect resistance. - Stop-stop assistant yes, so this car is held at a normal traffic stop. Get there and commandeer the vehicle before they move it on. - Crime scene assistant So, this car was involved in an altercation of some kind. Cops at the crime scene. Do what you can, pick it up, and drop it off in the warehouse. - Assistant
Tail Well, we have no place for this car, but we have room for a car that is on the way to this car. Find them, tail them without being seen, and get a vehicle. And, yes, it's the Little Seoul gangsters we're talking about. - Helper there are a total of 32 different vehicles to be stolen, with 3 possible variations (plates, colors and modifications of
combinations) of each vehicle, one of which will fit into the vehicle's cargo collection. Car (market value) Plate Images No-Type $950,000 ETR1$1,995,000 811$1,135,000 Osiris$ 1,950,000 Reaper$1,595,000 Mamba$995,000 FMJ$1,77,000 Mamba $995,000 FMJ$1,7750,000 Stirling GT $975,000 X80 Proto $270,000 Tyrus $255 The
T20 $2,200,000 Roosevelt Valor $982,000 Import Tips Vehicle Warehouses have a capacity of 40 cars and there are 32 individual models available for import. Target vehicles are randomly selected from the list of 32, but do not double until the player stores one of the 32 models. Players can take advantage of this. Keeping all 10 standard
and all 10 types of middle-class cars will mean that all subsequent imported jobs will always be one of 12 top-class cars until 32 cars are saved. Given that the complexity of the mission is scaled by the market value of the vehicle, while the profit remains the same, it would be useful to export vehicles starting at the cheapest, so that the
following jobs will be for relatively cheaper cars and should be easier. With 32 separate models, Exporting one model would mean the next import job would be for this model to stock the 32nd model. This can make completing collections easier, as there will be a 1:3 chance that the car will meet the collection requirements rather than 1:96
with an empty warehouse. Vehicle Export Main Article: Vehicle Cargo/Sell Missions See also: Ad-Hawk Auto Vehicle Sale is pretty straight forward. Once the player has delivered the car to the warehouse, he can sell it immediately. The player must visit the Ad-Hawk Autos website on a computer located in the car warehouse office and
select 1 to 4 cars for sale or collection if the player has completed the collection. Selling vehicles can attract a player, therefore, between $15,000 and $80,000 per vehicle, depending on the vehicle class. This does not include additional bonuses. They can be changed during special events such as 2x GTA$ events. Transport cargo
collections you have completed the collection. Sell this to an interested buyer to earn extra bonuses for all members of your organization - In the game message Some buyers will ask for a collection of cars with certain license plates and modifications. Players will be able to export all the cars to the collection after the collection is complete
as long as they have enough members in their organization. Exporting collections, players will be awarded a bonus at the top of the usual commission. Collections Uninsured Collector: Jay Norris Collection Bonus: $35,000 Birds Paradise Collector: Curtis Kray Esq Collection Bonus: $50,000 Withering Power Collector: Keith Collins MD
Collection Bonus: $20,000 CoquetteThe BlackFin: V1NT4G3 No Direct Sunlight Collector: DJ Playlist Collection Bonus: $35,000 Stay Declasse. M Schultz Collection Bonus: $35,000 Sabre Turbo Custom: BOUNC3 Molten Metal Collector: Ronnie Bonelli Collection Bonus: $50,000 Pastel Perfection Collector: Clo Parker Collection Bonus:
$35,000 Coquette Classic: T0PL3SS Hip To Be a Square Collector: Tao Cheng Collection Bonus: $50,000 Shades of Blue Collector: Cris Form Collection Bonus: $50,000 End of Empires Collector: Sultan Amir Collection Bonus: $20,000 Roosevelt Valor: OLDT1M3R Trivia Using unique license plates for each vehicle variant may be a
reference to rare license plates, used on vehicles in export and import missions in Grand Theft Auto : San Andreas. Several spelling/formulation errors were found in the telephone messages: there was no word of care in the message concerning stationary vehicles. All plates use the Leet alphabet and translate into words that usually
describe the car or its background. The GR1M Reaper plate is a reference to the Dark Reaper. The Osiris PLATE PH4R0AH is a reference to the ancient Egyptian ruler. The Mamba BLKM4MB4 plate is a reference to the snake, Black Mamba. The FMJ J0K3R is a reference to the bright pink Infiniti GT35 Suicide Squad. It is also a
reference to the film of the main character of Full Metal Jacket James T. Davis nicknamed the Joker. The X80 X80 The number M4K3B4NK is a reference to the term Make Bank. The Tyrus TR3X plate is a reference to Tyrannosaurus rex. The B1GC4T cheetah plate is a reference to the category of big cats to which the cheetah belongs.
The Nightshade 7H370S is a reference to the era of muscle cars of the 1970s. The D34DLY license plate refers to the genus of the plant of the same vehicle name, while the E4TM3 refers to the deadly nature of the plant. The 0LDN3W5 0LDN3W5 plate may be a reference to its obsolescence, as it was added in mid-2014. Errors
/GlitchEs Minor aesthetic failure occurs when a repainted private aircraft Cargobob or Cargobob Jetsam is used to deliver the vehicle to the warehouse of the vehicle or buyer during vehicle cargo theft and sale missions, In which the cutscene that shows cargobob dropping the vehicle in front of the garage or parking lot shows the stock,
the unalhidated version of Cargobob or Cargobob Jetsam This cutscene also sometimes shows a Cargobob hook a few feet above the car rather than connected to it, and often shows Cargobob in the rotor blades clipping surrounding objects such as walls and roofs when taken off again after the car falls, letting the sparks in the process.
Process.
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